Door Strip
Energy Saving Solutions

Before

After

►

Customized to fit any style or size overhead door

►

Reduces energy costs

►

Mounts quickly and easily to overhead door

►

Reduced air infiltration

►

Professional install is not required

►

Added protection from bugs and rodents

►

Made of Dynalon high performance material filled with
Designed to close of the gaps between the overhead
►
foam
door and the finished floor
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Each door strip
is manufactured using Dynalon high
performance fabric material surrounding a long half
circle shaped foam core. This design allows the Door
Strip to easily flatten and form itself to the gaps in the
finished floor providing a tight seal. The Dynalon outer
material provides an ultra-strong shell for the foam,
making the Door Strip durable and long lasting.

The Door Strip is easy to install and does not require
door modifications or a professional installer. The
Door Strip is mounted in place by positioning the strip
underneath the overhead door and wrapping the tabs
around the bottom edge of the door. Fastening the tabs
with standard self-tapping screws or fasteners to suit
the overhead door type.
In just a few minutes you can remove the air gaps
caused by uneven finished floors, reducing your
heating or cooling costs and improving your building’s
protection from the outside elements.
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The tabs of the Door
Strip wrap around
the bottom edge of
the door and fasten
using standard selftapping screws or
fasteners to suit the
overhead door type.
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